FOR THE GUYS KIT – FATHER’S DAY CARDS

FATHER’S DAY TWEED & WOOD CARD
5½” x 4¼” (Portrait card)

1. For the Guys kit pieces
2. Cut papers:
• 4¾” x 3¾” Mossy Meadow cardstock
3. Adhere the tweed/wood piece to the Mossy Meadow
piece.
4. Wrap the Linen Thread around the above piece 3
times at an angle. Secure on back with scotch tape.
5. Adhere this piece to the card front.
6. Stamp your greeting on the tag using the Mossy
Meadow ink spot.
7. Add dimensionals to the back of the tag and add to
card front as shown.
PRODUCTS USED:
For the Guys card kit (#156988)
CARDSTOCK: Mossy Meadow (#133676)
OTHER: Paper Trimmer (#152392), Linen Thread (#104199)
ADHESIVES: Stampin’ Seal (#152813), Stampin’ Dimensionals (#104430)
Cut envelope edges off along dotted lines

FATHER’S DAY TWEED CARD
5½” x 4¼” (Portrait card)

1. For the Guys kit pieces
2. Cut papers:
• 5½” x 2½” Mossy Meadow cardstock
• 1” x 4” Mossy Meadow cardstock for tag
3. Adhere Mossy Meadow piece on the left card front
edge. Match top & bottom and left edge so that none
of the card base show.
4. Thinly cut the edges off both sides of a Crumb Cake
envelope from the kit. (See picture to left with dotted lines.)
Open up flat and cut along the fold to separate the
“back” from the “front” of the envelope. On the front
flat edge, measure up 2 3/8” and cut off. Trim this
piece to 5¼” in length. Adhere this to the Mossy
Meadow piece, matching the left side so that the
Mossy Meadow doesn’t show. (Save the other envelope
pieces for other cards.)

5. Stamp your greeting on the Crumb Cake shield.
6. Cut notches into Mossy Meadow tag and adhere to the
back of the shield.
7. Add dimensionals to the back of the greeting tag and
add to card front as shown.
PRODUCTS USED:

Open envelope and lay it flat. Cut front from back along crease

For the Guys card kit (#156988)
CARDSTOCK: Mossy Meadow (#133676)
OTHER: Paper Trimmer (#152392), Paper Snips (#103579)
ADHESIVES: Stampin’ Seal (#152813), Stampin’ Dimensionals (#104430)
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FOR THE GUYS KIT – FATHER’S DAY CARDS

MOUNTAIN LAKE FATHER’S DAY CARD #1
5½” x 4¼” (Landscape card)

1. For the Guys kit pieces
2. Thinly cut the edges off both sides of a Mint Macaron
envelope (as shown in pictures on page 1). Open up flat and
cut along the fold to separate the “back” from the
“front” of the envelope. From the front flat edge, cut a
5½” x 4¼” piece. Adhere this to a card front. (Save the
other envelope pieces for other cards.)

3. Wrap the Linen Thread around the card 3 times at an
angle. Secure on front (under where your mountain piece will
be with scotch tape).
4. Adhere the mountains, lake, and tree pieces together
as shown in the kit instructions. Once done, cut in half
so you have two scenes (use the other half on the card shown
to the right).

5. Add dimensionals to the back of the half scene piece
and adhere this over the linen thread.
6. Cut a small tag piece from part of the envelope you
just cut apart. Stamp the greeting on it, then notch the
ends. Add adhesive to the part that overhangs the tag,
and dimensionals to the right. Add to your card.

MOUNTAIN LAKE FATHER’S DAY CARD #2
5½” x 4¼” (Portrait card)

1. For the Guys kit pieces
2. On the other half of the mountains, lake, and trees
piece from card #1, stamp the “HAPPY” greeting.
3. Before adding this scene to the card, position it where
you want it, then stamp the Father’s Day greeting just
below that area.
4. Add dimensionals to the back of the tag and adhere to
the card front.
PRODUCTS USED:
For the Guys card kit (#156988)
OTHER: Paper Trimmer (#152392)
ADHESIVES: Stampin’ Seal (#152813), Stampin’ Dimensionals (#104430)

PRODUCTS USED:
For the Guys card kit (#156988)
OTHER: Paper Trimmer (#152392), Paper Snips (#103579), Linen Thread
(#104199)
ADHESIVES: Stampin’ Seal (#152813), Stampin’ Dimensionals (#104430)
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FOR THE GUYS KIT – FATHER’S DAY CARDS

MOUNTAINA FOR FATHER’S DAY
5½” x 4¼” (Landscape card)

1. For the Guys kit pieces
2. Adhere the mountains, lake, and tree pieces together
as shown in the kit instructions.
3. Before adding to the card, position it where you want
it, then stamp the Happy Birthday greeting just below
that area.
4. Add dimensionals to the back of the scene and adhere
to your card front.
PRODUCTS USED:
For the Guys card kit (#156988)
ADHESIVES: Stampin’ Seal (#152813), Stampin’ Dimensionals (#104430)

Cut off sides of envelope back as
shown
Cut front from back along crease

FATHER’S DAY FUN-FOLD GIFT CARD HOLDER
5½” x 4¼” (Portrait card)

1. For the Guys kit pieces
2. Cut paper tags:
• 3½” x ½” Mossy Meadow cardstock
• Cut Mint Macaron tag in half
3. From the back piece of Crumb Cake envelope you cut
apart earlier, cut the sides off (See picture to right),
then cut a:
• 4¼” x 2½” of the Tweed pattern
4. Adhere this tweed piece to inside bottom of your card.
NOTE: If you want to add a gift card, only put adhesive
on the sides and the bottom edge to the tweed,
leaving the top open for your gift card.
5. From the front top flap end of the Mint Macaron/wood
design envelope you cut apart earlier (see pictures on
first page), measure about 3¾” from rounded flap edge
and cut off. Trim to 4¼” wide so that you have a
rounded edge as shown above.
6. Adhere this wood piece to the top front of your card.
Cutting along curved edge, remove the white bottom
front of your card. You will now see the tweed piece
peeking out.
7. Stamp your greeting on a Crumb Cake shield.
8. Adhere Mossy Meadow strip to bottom of Mint
Macaron strip. Adhere this piece to the front of your
card.
9. Add the greeting shield on top with adhesive.
PRODUCTS USED:
For the Guys card kit (#156988)
CARDSTOCK: Mossy Meadow (#133676)
OTHER: Paper Trimmer (#152392), Paper Snips (#103579)
ADHESIVES: Stampin’ Seal (#152813); Adhesive Sheets (#152334),
Stampin’ Dimensionals (#104430)
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